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In collaboration with New Zealand Rising and others, Voters United are providing an opportunity for minor parties to be heard on issues of significance to the 

future of our country.

Many New Zealanders are feeling increasingly uneasy about the direction our country is taking and want to be more actively engaged with the election 

process. The lackadaisical days of ‘she'll be right’ are over. Trust has been eroded in the past three years, and people are wanting greater accountability and 

transparency from the party to whom they pledge their vote. The leading statement from a recent Voters United Public Opinion Poll was, "The 2023 election is 

the most important of my lifetime." 

New Zealanders deserve trustworthy leaders passionate about our country and willing to work hard for our future. Close attention will remain on any party 

that is voted into Parliament. We ask that parties promise only what they think they can realistically achieve if they are looking for long term trust and support 

post-election. Promises made need to be promises kept.

Voters United and New Zealand Rising highlight issues of importance leading into the 2023 election, and provide a much needed opportunity for minor parties 

to be seen and heard. We seek policy driven responses from the parties to the following questions, and have included some in depth background information 

from a variety of contributors in support, with hyperlinks in orange. 

All party responses will be recorded and shared widely across our public platforms.
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NS How will your party work to secure and protect New Zealanders’ rights and freedoms from government overreach now and 

into our future?

What is your party’s position on the relationship between the WEF and New Zealand political leaders, and government policy?

Where does your party stand in relation to the WHO Treaty Amendments and the International Health Regulations? Will you 
commit to raising awareness of this in Parliament and to the general public?

What is your understanding of the declared ‘climate emergency’ and the ramifications it has on our nation and our energy and 
food producing economy? 

Does your party support a full and independent inquiry into the Covid-19 emergency response? What will your party do to 
support this?

Where does your party stand in regard to government mandates and the Therapeutic Products Act? Will you seek to repeal, or 
modify this Act?

Where does your party stand on making sure our right to free speech is secure? How will you ensure that media agencies in 
New Zealand have no government involvement or bias?
 
What is your position on supporting parents’ rights and their ongoing involvement in the education system? How will you 
address the decline in our education system?

How does your party propose it will get over the 5% threshold to secure a seat in Parliament?

If the polls clearly indicate that your party will not make the 5% threshold required, will you concede and endorse  the leading 
party prior to Election Day 14 October 2023 for the greater good of all New Zealand?
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How will your party work to secure and protect New Zealanders’ rights and freedoms from 
government overreach now and into our future?
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The Unfettered Protection Of Human Rights
Voters United Principle 1 

In a recent Voters United public opinion survey on the top three principles, The Unfettered Protection of Human Rights was ranked as the number one 

concern. 

Without any public input or consultation New Zealand’s local councils have been the first in the world to have signed up to the Smart City Programme. This is in 

lockstep with the Smart City Sustainable Agenda.

Increased surveillance and control through the covid lockdowns conditioned people to wear masks, queue, scan and sign in. Some people with valid mask 

exemptions were intimidated and assaulted. New Zealand quickly became a divided community. Our Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern told the nation on TV1  

that this division was intentional.

Workers were mandated out of jobs, and the self-employed were locked out of their livelihoods. New Zealanders were asked to use identity certification to 

access basic services, such as libraries, cafes, sports facilities and, on occasion, toilets. People were restricted from visiting and caring for loved ones, attending 

funerals and visiting elderly relatives in rest homes. Some Kiwis were prevented from coming home to their country. 

In the name of health and safety, draconian measures, modelled on China's response to Covid-19, were put in place in New Zealand via the WHO 

recommendations and supported by its private corporate funders. 

New Zealanders were told that a ‘safe and effective’ vaccine would solve all our problems and that everyone should take it. The Health Minister at the time, 

Chris Hipkins, even went so far as to say they might 'go out and find unvaccinated people' to achieve the high vaccination goals. Millions of dollars were spent 

on campaigns to increase vaccine uptake. We now know that it was also known by our governing officials at the time that transmission of the virus was not 

tested for nor was it stopped by the vaccine. Despite this, Kiwis were blocked from accessing alternative therapies.

Q. 1  BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=214767304882946&set=a.147520421607635
https://www.smartcitiescouncil.com/article/councils-new-zealand-form-smart-cities-partnership
https://banned.video/watch?id=643260a279a0486afc3f5ac6
https://t.me/counterspin/904
https://fb.watch/m2QD9bPZ4_/
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/who-covid-19-standing-recommendations
https://www.ukcitizen.org/uk-government-allowed-how-much/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/A7cSlCfHFsyS/
https://rumble.com/v38pcw6-ashley-bloomfield-ivermectin-isnt-safe-and-effective-but-the-pfizer-shot-is.html


QUESTION TWO
What is your Party’s position on the relationship between the WEF and New Zealand political 
leaders, and government policy?
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Zero Political Interference From Non-Elected Influence
Voters United Principle 4

Voters United Poll No.5 asked our members about their knowledge of the influence that the World Economic Forum has on our political leaders. 

We noted a variety of connections and statements made by our political representatives. The WEF is an independent, tax-free, non-liable private organisation, 

and we question why worldwide elected leaders are collaborating with it. 

Klaus Schwab is the Founder and Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum. An article in Sky News Australia referred to him as a dangerous Marxist.

 “We penetrate the cabinets...when I mention names like Mrs Merkel, even Vladimir Putin and so on, they all have been young global leaders of the 

 WEF. What we are really proud of now is that the young generation like PM Trudeau - I know more than half of his cabinet are actually from our young  

 global leaders of the WEF." Klaus Schwab - Founder and Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum

How much influence should international bodies have over policy and decision making in a democratic sovereign nation? What is The Great Reset? And The 

Fourth Industrial Revolution? And why do our leaders downplay their importance?

• Prime Minister Chris Hipkins attended the WEF Annual Meeting of the New Champions with Klaus Schwab in China in June 2023.

• National leader Christopher Luxon was the 2015 Deloitte Top 200 Executive of the Year and CEO of Unilever in Canada. Deloitte is a long-standing strategic 

partner of the World Economic Forum. Unilever is also very closely aligned with the WEF.

• Deputy Prime Minister Grant Robertson denounced the WEF. “It's a giant conspiracy theory that’s got no credit whatsoever,” Robertson said after broadcaster 

Peter Williams referenced the WEF. Both Robertson and Ardern ( WEF Young Global Leaders) attended the Jan 2019 conference in Davos when Klaus Schwab 

discussed his fourth industrial revolution plans.

In reference to the John Hopkins Center tabletop exercise ‘Event 201’ with the WEF and the Gates Foundation, USA Congressman Ron Johnson alleges that 

covid was pre-planned. ”
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https://votersunited.nz/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/CAMPAIGN_51-2.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20230105230857/https://www.weforum.org/people/jacinda-ardern
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPvhKA4yS7Y
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=294379623135084&ref=sharing
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/dangerous-marxist-leaders-call-for-the-great-reset-to-destroy-capitalism/video/c9b4ee3f4646ae8297d316218dd9a94f
https://youtu.be/SjxJ1wPnkk4
https://soundcloud.com/world-economic-forum/the-great-reset-resetting-the?in=world-economic-forum/sets/the-great-reset
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-vHK3kO3wI
https://twitter.com/c_plushie/status/1673649677877784577?t=IId_JMyZ3LZij--q5Fdz5w&s=19
https://www.deloitte.com/global/en/about/people/social-responsibility/deloitte-and-the-world-economic-forum.html
https://www.weforum.org/organizations/unilever
https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/tv-radio/124301816/grant-robertson-axes-weekly-interview-on-magic-talk-radio-show
https://twitter.com/JohnMappin/status/1690031319709835264?t=52A9IGao6J8qkFLYF6gfDw&s=19


QUESTION THREE
Where does your Party stand in relation to the WHO Treaty Amendments and the 
International Health Regulations? Will you commit to raising awareness of this in Parliament 
and to the general public?
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WHO Treaty Amendments

Voters United asked the minor parties where they stand in regard to the proposed WHO Treaty Amendments. You can read their responses here. 

James Roguski, a specialist in the research of highly complex issues and data, recently released an urgent message for the World.

 “The enormous power given to these unelected bureaucrats must be taken back! Most people are still unaware of the fact that amendments to 

 the IHR were adopted and can be REJECTED by each member nation (as per Article 61 of the IHR), but the World Health Organization must be 

 notified of that rejection before December 1, 2023.”

 

 “The 194 unelected, unaccountable and unknown delegates to the World Health Assembly have been given the power to change international 

 law with complete and total disregard for the will of the people.”

#ExitTheWHO. The Right Thing To Do: Take Action New Zealand!
 

 “We have talked about the #ExitTheWHO campaign many times. Our February 2023 article provides specifics about the potential dangers of the 

World Health Organization (WHO) to New Zealand. This includes the rationale for stopping the WHO Convention, Agreement or Other 

 International Instrument on Pandemic Prevention, Preparedness and Response (WHO CA+, also referred to as the WHO Treaty), and many of 

 the proposed amendments to the International Health Regulations (IHR), as well as what actions we can take.” NZDSOS New Zealand Doctors 

Speaking Out with Science

Q. 3  BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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https://brownstone.org/articles/amendments-who-ihr-annotated-guide/
https://votersunited.nz/party-responses/
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/stop-the-global-agenda
https://nzdsos.com/2023/06/28/exitthewho-the-right-thing-to-do/
https://nzdsos.com/2023/02/17/help-stop-who-treaty/


QUESTION FOUR
What is your understanding of the declared climate emergency and the ramifications it has on 
our nation and our energy and food producing economy?
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Limitations To Emergency Response
Voters United Principle 9

Unprecedented powers were obtained under the Covid-19 Public Health Response Act that left many Kiwis feeling bullied and powerless. In 
addition to this, on 2 December 2020, the New Zealand Government declared a climate emergency. We were told by Deputy Prime Minister 
Grant Robertson, Michael Baker and Suzie Wiles that, "they could use the same strategy that was applied to covid to other things such as 
climate change." Voters United Poll No.4 questions the meaning of this declaration. 

Voters United are calling for limitations on all future emergency responses. We want to protect the democratic process, and call for inquiry 
into measures already in place, as outlined here by former UK Green Party member, Sandi Adams. 

In 2020, Groundswell NZ was founded by two southern farmers frustrated with the unworkable regulations.

 “...The cost of food is hurting New Zealanders and we cant afford unworkable regulations and a Farming Tax to drive the cost of 
 food up higher. The Prime Minister needs to ditch the Farming Tax; its as simple as bread and butter’. Groundswell 

The recent devastation caused by Cyclone Gabrielle in the Hawkes Bay earlier this year raised concerns in regard to failings in emergency 
response. The usual civil defense siren warnings had been replaced with cell phone alerts that failed to work. Communication was poor and 
some people waited hours to be rescued in extreme weather conditions. Electricity outages meant electronic funds could not be withdrawn 
from banks, highlighting the need for ready cash. Diesel and petrol driven vehicles were essential for rescue, and for the cleanup operation.

We refer here to concerns raised from the DIG in at Marsden. 
 
 “Our Nation paid to construct Marsden Point Oil Refinery so that it may guard us against the inflationary effects of geopolitical 
 turmoil (read more on the refinery history here). With geopolitical trouble erupting in the Ukraine, China training Russia’s troops, 
 Russia training China’s troops, and the potential for conflict to erupt in the South China Sea, we cannot afford to rely solely on 
 refined fuel, imported bitumen, imported sulphur and imported CO2 from abroad.” Dig In at Marsden

Q. 4  BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2020/0012/latest/LMS344134.html
https://www.labour.org.nz/news-climate-emergency
https://fb.watch/m2QzomP9pl/
https://votersunited.nz/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/CAMPAIGN_47-2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EpH7UQ9CU3o
https://www.groundswellnz.co.nz/our-mission
https://www.breadandbutternz.com/
https://reinstatemarsdenrefinery.nz/our-mission
https://reinstatemarsdenrefinery.nz/refinery-history


QUESTION FIVE
Does your party support a full and independent inquiry into the Covid-19 emergency response? 
What will your party do to support this?
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Independent Covid-19 Health Response Inquiry
Voters United Principle 5 

A number of calls have been made from around the world to investigate the covid response. In a Voters United Public Opinion Poll 99% of 
respondents agreed that New Zealand needs an independent inquiry. Those not keen for an inquiry were mainly concerned about wasting 
further tax payer funds. Noted below are some of the voices raised around the world in support of why this inquiry is needed. 

A lawsuit was filed in Australia’s Federal Court on July 6, 2023, accusing pharmaceutical giants Pfizer and Moderna of dealing with Genetically 
Modified Organisms (GMOs) without the requisite licenses. The court case, identified as Julian Fidge v. Pfizer Australia Pty Ltd & Anor, marks a 
milestone in the ongoing global discourse around the risks of the experimental Covid-19 vaccines. In addition, peer reviewed papers have 
subsequently shown that these products enter the human nucleus, and recent laboratory tests have shown that vials are excessively 
contaminated with synthetic DNA that failed to filter out in the production process, and which very easily integrates into the human genome 
and natural human DNA.

A member of New Zealand Doctors Speaking out with Science (NZDSOS)  Dr. Alison Goodwin questions Jacinda Ardern's Lockdown Strategy.

Speaking at the World Council for Health General Assembly Meeting Lynda Wharton introduces Health Forum NZ as a new Coalition Partner. 
The Health Forum NZ actively listens and records the stories of those impacted by the Covid-19 regulations and advocating for vaccine injured, 
mandated out, medical exemptions declined, and ACC declined New Zealanders. 

 ‘68429 adverse events have been reported after the Covid-19 vaccines. This includes 3688 serious events including heart attack, 
 myocarditis, pericarditis & spontaneous abortion. The vaccines were advertised as safe and effective. I believe there have been 
 more adverse reactions reported after Covid-19 vaccines than other medicines and that it is untrue that they are effective. I 
 believe it is time for an inquiry.’ Petition of Aly Cook.

Q. 5  BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=216634364696240&set=a.143776335315377
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/07/pfizer-moderna-face-legal-action-australia-alleged-genetically/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHCPw3i118g
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/multimedia/the-health-forum-nz/
https://petitions.parliament.nz/7e760f56-5aa0-448e-8c2b-9652f7fe3215


During level 4 lockdown Papa Hone and Rachel of 'One Whanau at a Time' prepared and delivered over one thousand meals to vulnerable 
kaumatua and kuia living in isolation in the Far North. “We started this thing nine and a half months ago, and we just jump in where the need is, 
where the struggle is. And the struggle is huge, absolutely huge.” 

Crimes Against Humanity have been committed, say American Frontline Doctors. ‘Millions harmed & killed by failed public health response. 
Prolonged lockdowns, deadly hospital protocols, censorship of doctors, fraudulent “studies” and dangerous defamation of safe, effective 
medications, and an unprecedented, worldwide experimental injection campaign...The cost has been catastrophic.”

The Canadian Citizens Inquiry  (The NCI ) has been created to listen to the stories of Canadians impacted by the health protection measures 
adopted, and to the testimonies of experts, including those whose narratives differ from the governmental narrative. 3-out-of-4 Canadians 
report having been harmed by Canada’s COVID-19 policies. In particular, Canadians expressed harms concerning isolation, increased divorce or 
family tension, disruptions to the lives of children and students, job and income losses, business failures, increased mental and physical health 
stress, reduced healthcare quality, and limitations on rights and freedoms. What went right and what went wrong during the past three years, 
and what are the lessons to be learned from Canada’s Covid-19 experience.

NZRAA (New Zealand Representative Action Alliance): Our representative actions cater to a wide range of individuals, from those who have 
been injured by the Covid-19 vaccine, to those who faced arrest and/or abuse during the Wellington protest. It's our firm belief that 
unnecessary trauma caused by corrupt entities must be addressed and healed.

Why were Covid19 tests being imported in mass into NZ between 2017- 2021?

Who is responsible for this incredible waste of public funds?QU
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Q. 5  BACKGROUND INFORMATION (continued)

https://www.facebook.com/100090490337351/videos/831721341887959
https://www.whitecoatsummit.com/
https://nationalcitizensinquiry.ca/
https://nzraa.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200906005700if_/https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2017/tradeflow/Imports/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/382200
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/politics/unused-covid-tests-worth-almost-160m-could-be-wasted-health-minister-wants-solution-found/
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QUESTION SIX
Where does your party stand in regard to the Government mandates, and the Therapeutic 
Products Act? Will you seek to repeal, or modify this Act?
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Vaccine Mandates & the Therapeutic Products Bill 

In some occupations restrictions are still in place, and some new employment contracts contain provisional clauses for future mandates.

 “Bodily autonomy is owning your body and DNA. We are not slaves working 24/7,  and we should not have to be subject to 
 injections, masks and intrusive testing in order to be employed. We are protected under the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 
 (HSWA), section 172 (2) from having any bodily contact  (a sample taken) from even a Worksafe officer unless we give fully 
 informed consent.” No 8 Union.

How Government Regulation of Therapeutic Products Will Work in Practice – The Hatchard Report.

 “The New Zealand government is introducing the Therapeutic Products Bill, which is an omnibus piece of legislation controlling, 
 among many other things, the availability of Natural Health Products and the introduction of biotech medical interventions. Given 
 our experience of the last three pandemic years, we should be doubting the capacity of governments to protect our interests…

 Do we really need legislation facilitating the further implementation of biotechnology in medicine, or do we rather need legislation   
 outlawing its use?” Dr. Guy David Hatchard 

On Tuesday, 2nd May 2023, the Natural Health Alliance hosted a public meeting to discuss and inform the public about the Therapeutic 
Products Bill and what it means for consumers, health professionals, importers, and manufacturers of natural health products.

 "Nestled within the hopes of countless New Zealanders resides a collective vision: for their nation to flourish as a world-renowned 
 hub of organic agriculture, a sanctuary free from genetic engineering, yielding exceptional products.

 Yet, concealed within the Therapeutic Products Act (TPA), a growing apprehension takes root: might this law open doors to swift 
 and extensive genetic modification, endangering our aspirations? Could the real intent be hastening drugs that might falter under   
 rigorous clinical scrutiny?" Gary Moller, Functional Nutritional Consultant.
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https://legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2015/0070/latest/whole.html#DLM5977157
https://hatchardreport.com/how-government-regulation-of-therapeutic-products-will-work-in-practice/
https://www.garymoller.com/post/therapeutic-products-bill-the-videos


2023 Therapeutic Products Bill

 “The Physicians and Scientists for Global Responsibility (PSGR) propose that the Bill is unfit for purpose and must be discarded. The   
 principles and rules in the omnibus bill fail to entrench democratic norms of accountability and transparency that prevent misconduct  
 and abuse of power.

 This omnibus bill focuses disproportionately on food and dietary supplements, and on end stage use by practitioners. It fails to put in  
 safeguards to prevent regulatory capture. The risk of capture increases when a regulator depends on information sourced from large  
 powerful interests, in this case, the medical, pharmaceutical and biotechnological industry”. Physicians and Scientists for Global   
 Responsibility (PSGR)

It is known that the Covid-19 Vaccine did not stop transmission, nor was it tested for preventing transmission before rolling it out worldwide. 
Dutch MEP Rob Roos says this is scandalous “Millions of people worldwide felt forced to get vaccinated because of the myth that ‘you do it for 
others’ “Now this turned out to be a cheap lie. This should be exposed.”
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https://psgr.org.nz/news-now
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6VbI8gOnUM


QUESTION SEVEN
Where does your party stand on making sure our right to free speech is secure? How will 
you ensure that media agencies in New Zealand have no government involvement or bias?
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Free and Fair Independent Media
Voters United Principle 5 & Voters United Poll no.6

Voters United Poll No.6 focused on freedom of speech.

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern publicly admitted to using propaganda to address the New Zealand public through the covid era. In the U.K the 
British healthcare system admitted to using media driven ‘psychological nudge programmes’ that were shown to clearly manipulate public 
behavior. 

Large amounts of taxpayer funding were given to New Zealand government-approved mainstream media. Backdoor Government control over 
Facebook and social media censored user content that did not conform to the approved narrative, and still exists today. Thousands of Kiwis 
who travelled to Parliament to speak to their representatives were ignored.

Our own, and many world-renowned, doctors, scientists and experts were silenced, and some were punished. We now have new laws being 
pushed forward to further control online speech. Highlighted in Voters United Poll No.6 is a statement from The New Zealand Free Speech Union. 

 “The DIA’s proposals to regulate media and the internet would effectively create ‘hate speech’ laws for the internet. After the outcry   
 against the failed hate speech legislation, it is no wonder that the same message is being sent here. Kiwis do not want their legal 
 speech constrained or regulated by the Government.”

Wairarapa nurse, Amanda Turner‘s claim of unjustified dismissal after posting “professionally inappropriate” and anti-vax messages on 
Facebook has been knocked back by the Employment Relations Authority (ERA). The ERA’s summary said concerns were raised with Turner’s 
nurse manager that she had posted “anti-vaccination information/advice on her Facebook account and criticism of government actions to 
protect the community from Covid that was potentially impacting on staff’s vaccine uptake”.
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Q. 7  BACKGROUND INFORMATION

https://votersunited.nz/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/CAMPAIGN_53-1.pdf
https://fb.watch/m2T69k_TIz/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/300586494/55m-for-your-troubles-the-problem-with-journalism
https://fyi.org.nz/request/21009/response/79981/attach/html/4/Letter%20to%20Mark%20Wong.pdf.html
https://twitter.com/NZFreeSpeech/status/1686524124980707329?t=cw50Dh4WfD4JA5aYSaiq9w&s=19
https://i.stuff.co.nz/national/health/129113530/covid19-nurses-dismissal-for-antivax-social-media-posts-justified


QUESTION EIGHT
What is your position on supporting parents’ rights and their ongoing involvement in the 
education system? How will you address the decline in our education system?
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Keeping children safe, Parents Rights & RSE education in schools. 

New Zealand parents are concerned about the increasing sexualisation of children, through disproportionate media hype, identity politics, and 
the education system. Alerts have been raised about the UN report that calls for decriminalization of all sexual activity, including between 
adults and children and the ramifications that may have world-wide. Groups of concerned Kiwis have gathered to raise awareness and action. 

 “The current government has shown it has a clear agenda to sexualise our children and further weaken the family unit, both 
 through legislative changes and the curriculum policies in our education system. Parents have legally had their role significantly 
 diminished by state influence and care. Children and teens are struggling with lower rates of academic achievement and increasing 
 rates of mental health issues. Children are increasingly disconnected from their families as a result, and are suffering.” Let Kids be Kids

New Zealand School Communities Unite (NZSCU) continue to fight for parents’ rights by raising awareness in changing policy influencing 
liability and curriculum.

 “As an elected school board of trustee member during 2020 my focus was on school governance policy when emergency 
 regulations were in force. New code of conduct legislation came into effect for NZ School Boards late 2019-2020 which placed 
 more enforcement on compliance as crown entities. With an upbringing around trade unions, human and employment rights,  
 communities in collective, and awareness on a spiritual level, I felt a need to address the MoE, NZSTA, Iona Holstead, Chris 
 Hipkins, outlining the potential liability to schools and risk to parental rights. New Zealand School Communities Unite (NZSCU) 
 came into being following a concerning post by Carlene Hereora (Save the Children NZ) around a traumatic experience for a 
 grandparent and child following in-school testing.This led to me resigning as a BoT in order to fight for my convictions without 
 being bound as a crown entity.” Aimee Bearda NZSCU

A recent Reality Check Radio interview ‘Parenting 101: setting a boundary between childhood fantasy and irreversible damage’ highlights the 
need for a common sense approach. QU
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https://worldfreedomalliance.org/au/news/un-report-calls-for-decriminalization-of-all-sexual-activity-including-between-adults-and-children/
https://www.facebook.com/nzschoolcommunitiesunitevv
https://fb.watch/m6usUoblso/?mibextid=Nif5oz


 “The growing awareness (and shock) of realising that many Government funded groups are sexualising our children, both in class 
 and online, while parents are stressed out with finances, careers, political instability and all the other challenges we’re facing… is 
 overwhelming. We are experiencing ‘rapid onset sexualisation of minors’.” Pendulum – Voice Media

Dr Anna Loutfi discusses the class action that is suing the UK government over trans ideology being taught in primary schools. 

 “Advocacy groups are choosing their own pick-and-mix ideas of what children should or shouldn’t know. There’s no oversight. Parents 
 are not invited to be part of the discussion.” Dr Anna Loutfi

Youth suicide data. New Zealand’s youth suicide rate for adolescents aged 15-19 years was reported to be the highest of 41 OECD/EU countries 
(based on data from 2010). The Youth19 survey revealed that: 53% of same, or multiple sex attracted students reported significant depressive 
symptoms. Half (50%) of this group reported that they had self-harmed in the past year, and 13% reported they had attempted suicide in the 
past year.

In May 2023 Reality Check Radio hosted a ground-breaking interview on the United Nations initiative to normalise pedophilia and sexualise 
children from kindergarten age by promoting sexual identity confusion using the education curriculum in New Zealand schools and around the 
world. RCR with Natalie Cutler-Welsh
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https://www.voicemedia.nz/article/rapid-onset-sexualistion-of-minors
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxDVAkfGAGo
https://mentalhealth.org.nz/suicide-prevention/statistics-on-suicide-in-new-zealand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiqT4j1kQ4U


QUESTION NINE
How does your party propose it will get over the 5% threshold to secure a seat in Parliament?
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Getting over the 5% threshold. 

 “It’s tough for new parties to enter our Parliament. 

 The fear of wasting your vote is a big hurdle. That’s why I support Voters United. It helps those of us casting about for something  
 new to cast our vote more wisely. 

 And now, more than ever, we could do with some new parties in Parliament. The old ones no longer work for us.” Rodney Hide  
 [Leader of ACT Party 2004-2011]
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QUESTION TEN
If the polls clearly indicate that your party will not make the 5% threshold required, will you 
concede and endorse the leading party prior to Election Day 14 October 2023 for the greater 
good of all New Zealand?
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NZ First
75,020

Others
35,671

Advance NZ
28,429

New Conservative
42,613

TOP
43,449

Data published by The Electoral Commission (c) Crown Copyright
Licensed for use under the creative commons attribution licence (BY) 4.0

NEW ZEALAND 
GENERAL ELECTION 
2020 RESULTS

Getting over the 5% threshold. 

In the New Zealand 2020 General Election, 225,000 minor party votes were split and essentially wasted, and one million registered people 
didn’t even vote! These are the facts.

Under MMP the votes for smaller parties that do not reach the 5% are not counted. Therefore any party seats that could have been 
allocated to a minor party are proportionally divided amongst the parties that do make the threshold. This means that unless the minor 
parties or the minor party voters unite, then the major beneficiaries of these lost votes will be parties that do make it over the 5% thresh-
old. In 2020 this meant that Labour got five extra seats and National got three.
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 225,182 Wasted Votes 

https://thefacts.nz/government/discarded-votes-2020/
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https://votersunited.nz/
https://nzrising.co.nz/
https://www.groundswellnz.co.nz
https://reinstatemarsdenrefinery.nz/
https://resistance.kiwi/
https://freedomalliance.nz/
https://nursesforfreedomnz.weebly.com/
https://counterspinmedia.com
https://rumble.com/user/CoronavirusPlushie
http://www.garymoller.com/
https://rainbowwarrior.nz/
https://number8.org.nz/
https://thehealthforumnz.co.nz/
https://letkidsbekids.nz/
https://kiwisprotectingourfreedomofexpression.com/
https://nzdsos.com/
https://nztsos.org.nz/
https://nzdsos.com/
https://nzrising.co.nz/media-collective/
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https://deepsouthfreedomcollective.com/
https://fluoridefree.org.nz/
https://kiwisforgood.co.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/PapaHonez/
https://www.voicemedia.nz/channel/pendulum
https://freenz.substack.com/about
https://www.yourkiwivoice.co.nz
https://the-pha.nz/
https://nzrising.co.nz/youngnewzealandrising/
https://wecamehereforfreedom.com/
https://unifynz.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/700291280993651


INTRODUCTION
Public opinion poll https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=207815095578167&set=a.147520421607635  

QUESTION 1
Public opinion survey  https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=214767304882946&set=a.147520421607635
Smart city programme https://www.smartcitiescouncil.com/article/councils-new-zealand-form-smart-cities-partnership
Smart city sustainable agenda https://banned.video/watch?id=643260a279a0486afc3f5ac6
Intimidated https://t.me/counterspin/904
Intentional https://fb.watch/m2QD9bPZ4_/
Recommendations https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/who-covid-19-standing-recommendations
Private https://www.ukcitizen.org/uk-government-allowed-how-much/
Go out and find unvaccinated people https://www.bitchute.com/video/A7cSlCfHFsyS/
Alternative therapies https://rumble.com/v38pcw6-ashley-bloomfield-ivermectin-isnt-safe-and-effective-but-the-pfizer-shot-is.html

QUESTION 2
Voters United Poll no.5 https://votersunited.nz/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/CAMPAIGN_51-2.pdf
Political leaders https://web.archive.org/web/20230105230857/https://www.weforum.org/people/jacinda-ardern
Political representatives https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPvhKA4yS7Y
Collaborating https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=294379623135084&ref=sharing 
Dangerous Marxist https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/dangerous-marxist-leaders-call-for-the-great-reset-to-destroy-capitalism/video/c9b4ee3f4646ae8297d316218dd9a94f
Klaus Schwab https://youtu.be/SjxJ1wPnkk4
The Great Reset https://soundcloud.com/world-economic-forum/the-great-reset-resetting-the?in=world-economic-forum/sets/the-great-reset
The Fourth Industrial Revolution https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-vHK3kO3wI
Chris Hipkins https://twitter.com/c_plushie/status/1673649677877784577?t=IId_JMyZ3LZij--q5Fdz5w&s=19
Deloitte https://www.deloitte.com/global/en/about/people/social-responsibility/deloitte-and-the-world-economic-forum.html
Unilever https://www.weforum.org/organizations/unilever
Robertson said https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/tv-radio/124301816/grant-robertson-axes-weekly-interview-on-magic-talk-radio-show
Ron Johnson https://twitter.com/JohnMappin/status/1690031319709835264?t=52A9IGao6J8qkFLYF6gfDw&s=19HY
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QUESTION 3
WHO Treaty Amendments https://brownstone.org/articles/amendments-who-ihr-annotated-guide/
Here https://votersunited.nz/party-responses/
Urgent message https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/stop-the-global-agenda
#Exit the WHO https://nzdsos.com/2023/06/28/exitthewho-the-right-thing-to-do/
Feb 2023 article https://nzdsos.com/2023/02/17/help-stop-who-treaty/

QUESTION 4
Covid 19 Public Health Response https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2020/0012/latest/LMS344134.html
Climate emergency https://www.labour.org.nz/news-climate-emergency
Climate change https://fb.watch/m2QzomP9pl/
Poll no. 4 https://votersunited.nz/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/CAMPAIGN_47-2.pdf
Here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EpH7UQ9CU3o
Unworkable regulations https://www.groundswellnz.co.nz/our-mission
Bread and butter https://www.breadandbutternz.com/
Dig In at Marsden https://reinstatemarsdenrefinery.nz/our-mission
Read more on the Refinery https://reinstatemarsdenrefinery.nz/refinery-history

QUESTION 5
Public opinion poll https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=216634364696240&set=a.143776335315377
Court case https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/07/pfizer-moderna-face-legal-action-australia-alleged-genetically/
Dr Alison Goodwin https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHCPw3i118g
General Assembly Meeting https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/multimedia/the-health-forum-nz/
An Inquiry https://petitions.parliament.nz/7e760f56-5aa0-448e-8c2b-9652f7fe3215 
Absolutely huge https://www.facebook.com/100090490337351/videos/831721341887959
American Frontline Doctors https://www.whitecoatsummit.com/
Canadian Citizens Inquiry https://nationalcitizensinquiry.ca/
NZRAA https://nzraa.com/
Imported https://web.archive.org/web/20200906005700if_/https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2017/tradeflow/Imports/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/382200

Waste  https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/politics/unused-covid-tests-worth-almost-160m-could-be-wasted-health-minister-wants-solution-found/HY
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QUESTION 6
Informed consent https://legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2015/0070/latest/whole.html#DLM5977157
Hatchard Report https://hatchardreport.com/how-government-regulation-of-therapeutic-products-will-work-in-practice/
Public meeting https://www.garymoller.com/post/therapeutic-products-bill-the-videos
Propose https://psgr.org.nz/news-now
Preventing transmission https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6VbI8gOnUM

QUESTION 7
Freedom of speech https://votersunited.nz/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/CAMPAIGN_53-1.pdf
Propaganda https://fb.watch/m2T69k_TIz/
Tax Payer funding https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/300586494/55m-for-your-troubles-the-problem-with-journalism
Backdoor government control https://fyi.org.nz/request/21009/response/79981/attach/html/4/Letter%20to%20Mark%20Wong.pdf.html
Free Speech Union https://twitter.com/NZFreeSpeech/status/1686524124980707329?t=cw50Dh4WfD4JA5aYSaiq9w&s=19
Unjustified disposal https://i.stuff.co.nz/national/health/129113530/covid19-nurses-dismissal-for-antivax-social-media-posts-justified

QUESTION 8
Un Report https://worldfreedomalliance.org/au/news/un-report-calls-for-decriminalization-of-all-sexual-activity-including-between-adults-and-children/
New Zealand School Communities h t t p s : / / w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m / n z s c h o o l c o m m u n i t i e s u n i t e v v
Interview https://fb.watch/m6usUoblso/?mibextid=Nif5oz
Rapid onset sexualisation of minors  https://www.voicemedia.nz/article/rapid-onset-sexualistion-of-minors
Discusses https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxDVAkfGAGo
Read more https://mentalhealth.org.nz/suicide-prevention/statistics-on-suicide-in-new-zealand
Normalise pedophilia https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiqT4j1kQ4U

QUESTION 9
No links

QUESTION 10
Facts https://thefacts.nz/government/discarded-votes-2020/ HY
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